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We are seeking feedback on our proposal for identifying attack traffic
within the Tor network.

1. What are you trying to learn, and why is that
useful for the world? That is, what are the hopedfor benefits of your experiment?
Background. Recent studies have shown that malicious actors leverage the
Tor network to launch a wide range of attacks including brute-force logins,
port scanning, etc. Evidence from prior research has shown that, as a consequence of these attacks, several IP blacklists currently discriminate against
Tor exit relays (4). In general, these attacks have led to the differential
treatment of Tor exits by Web servers (2).
Goal. Our goal is to develop techniques to identify when the Tor network is
being used for propagation of such attacks. As a first step, we will conduct
a measurement study on Tor exit relays that we own to identify when they
are being used to launch attacks.
Why is this important. Equipped with these measurements, we plan to
investigate techniques to identify and differentiate (by blocking or ratelimiting) attack traffic within the Tor network. Our hope is that the conducted research will result in solutions that reduce the incidence of abuse and
attacks via the Tor network and consequently motivate content providers to
not discriminate against Tor exits, thereby increasing the utility of the Tor
network.
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2. What exactly is your plan? That is, what are
the steps of your experiment, what will you collect,
how will you keep it safe, and so on.
Our current plan is to leverage existing techniques (3) for identifying common types of attack traffic ( e.g., SSH brute force logins, etc). To apply
these techniques, we plan to measure traffic characteristics in the following
way:
1. Host honeypots. We plan to host a number of honeypot servers
which are reachable over commonly accessed ports (Port 22 for SSH,
SMTP port, etc). We will log all traffic received on this server. With
the data gathered by the honeypots, we can identify the incidence
rates of different types of attacks from Tor and non-Tor users.
2. Host exit relays in the Tor networkPilot
study. We plan to set
::::::::::::
up several exit relays with different configurations of bandwidth and
exit policy for the duration of this study (3-6 months).
3. Attempt to attack our own server. In addition to leaving our
servers vulnerable to attacks by others, we will also launch our own
attacks through the Tor network. To do this , we will use a Tor client
to establish circuits using our exit relays. Using these connections, we
will launch the most common implementations of well-known attacks
(for example, brute-force login attempts) on our own honeypot servers.

4. Collect information on our exits. On each of ::::
will :::::::
deploy::::
an
exit
relay
and
acquire
honeypot
servers.
We
will
restrict
the
exit
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
policy
of our relay to our exit relays:::::::::
honeypot::::::::
servers’::::
IP ::::::::::
addresses
::::::::::::::::::::::
and
specific
port
numbers
to
ensure
other
Tor
users
do
not
use our
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
exit.
We
will
launch
attacks
on
our
honeypots,
while
routing
traffic
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
through
this exit relay. This attack traffic will be blended with traffic
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
from
a
simulated
user model (1). For different sampling granularities
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
(all packets, one-in-k packets, one-in-k packets per circuit) we will
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
evaluate
the accuracy of our techniques in detecting attack traffic.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
The
coarsest
sampling granularity which offers the highest accuracy of
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
attack
detection will then be deployed in the wild.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
We
will collect traffic on the egress of our exit.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
5. Real
world deployment. At
the appropriate sampling granularity
::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
derived
from our pilot study, we will collect the following information
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
from packets corresponding to each Tor circuit:::
log::::
the:::::::::
following::::::
data
on exit relays open to all Tor users:
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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• MAC of the destination IP address. Note that we do not plan
to store IP addresses of destinations:::::::
Instead:::
of :::
the::::::::::::
destination :::
IP
address,
we will log only the MAC of the destination IP. We will
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
use a MAC whose key will never be written to disk::::
not :::::
store ::::
the
key
of
the
MAC.
Our
techniques
are
destination-agnostic
and
only
:::::::::::::::
require information about the number of simultaneous connections to each destination IP rather than knowledge of the actual
destination IP. Therefore, MAC’d destination IPs are sufficient
for our study.
• Destination port. We plan to log the destination port of the
packets to differentiate between attack types.
• Packet size. We plan to log the size of each packet sampled
::::::::
packets
(number of bytes). This will help us identify anomalous
::::::::
increase in traffic volume towards particular destinations.
• Middle-relay IP address and port. We will collect IP addresses
and port numbers of the middle-relays propagating the traffic seen
at to
our exits. Since we will not be running :::
run: any of our relays
::
as guards, we will not be able to cannot
perform correlations
:::::::
Additionally, since we will not be
to de-anonymize users. Also::::::::::::
logging log
actual destination IP addresses, even if::third-parties
:::
running guard relays who are able to gain (unauthorized ) :::::
were
to
gain
unauthorized
access
to
our
logswill
not
be
able
,
they
will
::::::::::::::::::::
::::::::::
be
unable to de-anonymize the Tor usersusing our exits::::
Tor :::::
users.
::::::::::
• Tor circuit ID. We plan to log the circuit ID of each packet
sampled
packets exiting our relay. This will help us identify which
::::::::::::::::
packets belong to the same stream (and consequently belong to
the same attack stream).
• Sets of co-occurring circuits. This will help us identify when
the Tor network is potentially being used for distributed attacks.
This also allows us to perform our analysis without logging timestamps for each packet.
While
the relays are open, we will continue to launch our own attacks
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
through
these exit relays and to our own honeypots. Therefore the
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
gathered
data will contain sampled traces of real Tor traffic and our
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
own attack traffic.
::::::::::::::::::
6. Transfer logs to analysis server. We plan to transfer the collected
logs to an external server for analysis at the end of each hour. Using
these logs, we will apply the techniques outlined in prior work (3)
to flag traffic with anomalous characteristics that are indicative of
attacks.
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3. What attacks or risks might be introduced or
assisted because of your actions or your data sets,
and how well do you resolve each of them?
Our :::::::::
Collected:datasets will consist of one ¡IDcircuit , list of co-occurring circuits: [IDcircuit1 , . . . , IDcircuitn ], IPmiddlerelay , portmiddlerelay , M ACk (IPdestination ),
portdestination ¿ tuple per packet observed by sampled
packet on our exit re::::::::::::::::::
lays. We take several actions to prevent the ::::
user:de-anonymization , due to
the above data logging, of users of our exit relays. ::
Preventing end-to-end traffic correlation de-anonymization. We only
store cryptographic hashes :::
the::::::
MAC:of destination IP addresses. This prevents the direct de-anonymization of users by entities able to observe our
logs and user traffic entering the Tor network ( e.g., guard relays and user
ISPs).
Preventing timing attacks. We do not log timestamps of packets. This
will prevent user de-anonymization due to timing correlation attacks by entities able to observe our logs. A new risk might involve an adversary forcing
creation of new circuits that can be observed to co-occur with others in our
logs. Such an adversary might still be able to perform timing correlations
if they are able to observe our logged data. To address this issue we reduce
the attack window through our third attack mitigation approach: at the
end of each hour, we will transfer our logs onto well protected servers at the
University of Iowa where they will be encrypted and password protected.

4. Walk us through why the benefits from item 1
outweigh the remaining risks from item 3: why is
this plan worthwhile despite the remaining risks?
Comparable attack surface with current Tor. To our knowledge, the
information we propose to collect on exit relays does not expose Tor users to
any currently known attacks after our mitigations are applied. We believe
that the attack surface made available by our logging and mitigations: (1)
generate circuits going through our exit relays so that they co-occur with
the victims circuits going through our relays and (2) compromise our exit
relays to obtain these logs within the hour of the attack (or) compromise our
password-protected encrypted database at UIowa, is comparable to Tor’s
existing attack surface where an adversary might compromise an exit to
observe and correlate Tor user traffic.
High potential payoffs. At a high-level we expect that our research will
result in the development of methods to improve the utility of the Tor network. This will be possible due to the potential reduction in the incidence
of attacks performed via the Tor network. Such a reduction in attack traffic
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from the Tor network can lead to an improvement in the reputation of exit
relays on IP blacklists. This in turn might result in network operators and
content providers unblocking Tor exit relays.
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